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SINGULAR PERTÜRåATIONS 7/ITH SEYERAL PARAMETERS 
Vasile Dragan and Aristide Halanay 
Bucharest f Roшania 
1.Consider a system of the form 
the interesting case will be I-(t
d
,*-). 
Assume A .(t) invertible for all t«.I
f
 denote A_«A£,f define 
A ^ «Aj/ - A ^ ( A ^ ) ^ A* , kf J«Otlt..fN-l.Assume inductively 
A^(t) invertible and define A£~' -A* -A^(A^ J"' Af ,k fi-O fWw. 
Let r^(tfsffe) fk«Otlt...,H be the block columns of the funda-
ttental matrix of the system. 
THEOREM 1. Assume: a) tr->Ak« (t) are uniformly Lipschitz and 
uniformly bounded on I; b) Re[<r(A^ (t))Ji< -2o£<0 for all tcl 
i»lf..fH; c) lco(tfe)\ £ c0 e"**^"^ ;C0(tfs)iB the fundamen-
tal matrix of the reduced system y0"A*o(t)yc • 
Then for sufficiently small e we have ^ _ *<, ilif 
» r ;a ,« .o i < A&K i **•<*-»* £ \ * *< ] 
for all t^s; c does not depend upon I if *,>0. 
For the proof see £l] • 
We want to consider now the Cauchy problem 
Por each 0 C p < N-l define reccurrently y£c •y£M* * -
- A^ti^J^fT,V* (t-))"1 y^?°»k-Oflt..fpt jf-jfc%k-oflf..fH. 
Let !?/(tf^) be the solution of the Cauchy problem 
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THEOREM 2 . Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 1 
y0 (t,0-C 0U,t 0)#
e
+X Af<(t,)(A/e(t, )Y* ^(t.t,, *)y^*+ 
• JL-JW^CO 
yf (t.f-)-y^(t,v)+ ~ £ A^((tt.)(A^(te))*' CJt(t,t.,£)y/% 
^(t.O+^w.'-'U.e) 
|w,(t,0|^:e'^ , lw£(t,OWc .e(t ,t . ,e) 
C. is the fundamental matrix associated with ~- A^- . 
Remark that the problem considered may be obtained from 
«--*-£%:A-4c*,°',,' w.M°-« 
by taking y -~x «• 
For N»l such problem corresponds to the critical case consi-
dered by Vasilieva in 1975 |YJ . 
The estimates for f give the boundary layer behavior if 
t>t^ and show P are zero for t»tA • 
3« We consider now systems that are nonlinear with respect 
to the slow variables.The stimulating example describes 
the dynamics of a synchronous machine £3 J 
1- » t 
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Here the slow variables are S and s ; e- and e^ are 
faster than e' • 
The general form is 
€* ^ g - = ±.A** f » £ +QJ*>) , ^o,\,., M. 
Define reccurrently a£ (y&) and A^(y0) hy 
a>(y0>-afc> ( y o M ^ ^ y J t A ^ ^ y J ) " a p (yo) 
A ^ J - A f t ^ ) ^ 
aftyj-a^) f Aj^e(yo)-A^(y0 ) ;assume RerfA f ( y ^ - 2 ^ < 0 
for all ŷ  .Assume also that the reduced system ŷ  «aj (ytf) 
admits a constant solution y, such that ~^(y^) is Hur-
witz.Let y0° be in a compact contained in the domain of 
attraction of ytf and let y0 be the corresponding solution 
of the reduced system.Define y from the problem 
where y° belongs to a compact M^c£ €# 
Then yfe(tf e)-yfe(tf s)+]zh(t9e), |a^(tf 01 5 ce'**
1^ 
for \t \< ̂ o where c and 5> depend upon the diameters of 
the compacts M ^ . 
It is proved also that 
where £ are defined by * 
It is easy to see that all assumptions are satisfied in 
the case of a synchronous machine. 
Remark that systems linear with respect to the fast vari-
ables have been considered also by Chow £4]who studied the 
stability by using Liapunov functions. 
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